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INTRODUCTION
At the end of the Second World War, new conditions and rules were

established for an International trade and monetary order. These plans -
formulated at Bretton Hoods 1n the USA in 1944 - were designed to create
the conditions which would prevent a repetition of the world economic
crisis of the late 1920s and early 1930s, and at the sane time to ensure
the world-wide expansion of US capital In the post-War era. Both the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD, or World Bank) were the International financial In-
stitutions established at Bretton Woods. They were largely entrusted with
Implementing and overseeing the 'proper1 functioning of this International
economic system - the former responsible for short-term balance of payments
aid/assistance, the latter for long-term project-related aid. The USA
dominated the discussions on the role and functioning of the new Interna-
tional economic system and It succeeded in Imposing Its free trade, free
enterprise Ideas as the basis for the world economic order. Newly Indepen-
dent developing countries were, 1n the following decades, easily Integrated
through the Bretton Woods plan Into the capitalist economic system and
bound to Its principles and rules: 'without IMF membership, no admission to
the World Bank, without conformity to the IMF, then no development aid from
the World Bank - a classic example of the carrot and stick principle*
(Korner et al, 1986:43).

South Africa (SA) was one of the 29 countries that signed the IMF
Articles of Agreement on 27 December 1945. As a country whose Industriali-
zation and capitalist development had Its origins In the flow of Interna-
tional capital, technology and goals, SA has been closely connected with
these and other International economic developments. Since the Second World
War 1n particular, the South African economy has become an even more mar-
kedly open one - Its International trading sector has been and Is an Impor-
tant stabilising factor and vital stimulus to economic growth. Foreign
Investment has played a significant role In SA's economic growth especially
In the 1960s. Numerous studies have shown or suggested that If SA Is to
expand Its productive capacity and grow sufficiently to enable It to meet
the demands of a post-apartheid society. It will be hard pressed to do so
without some role for International trade, capital inflows and technology
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transfers in the process of that development.
What implications does SA's integration Into the world capitalist eco-

nomy, and in particular in relations with agencies like the IMF and World
Bank, hold for the politics of accumulation in the period of economic and
political transformation to a post-apartheid state? Are (will) these Inter-
national links (be) costless? If not, how do (will) they bear upon the
tasks and objectives of economic and political transformation? For as Payer
(1974:xi) has stressed, it must be recognised that the 'internal political
evolution of a nation is Intimately and structurally connected to Its ex-
ternal economic situation.' At the centre of this International economic
network stands the IMF reflecting. Imposing and maintaining, behind a cloak
of neutrality, the dominance of Western capitalist interests, most notably
that of the USA.

South Africa is a founder member of the INF. It is an open economy which
has been clearly integrated Into the network of international trading and
financial relations. This article examines and explains the nature and
character of SA's relations with the IHF, especially In the period since
the m1dl970s - ie after the virtual collapse of the Bretton Woods system as
originally conceived, and in the aftermath of the oil price crisis,
developments which led to significant changes in International economic
relations and In the IMF's role within this system. This analysis of SA's
dealings and relations with the IHF is fundamentally motivated by the
belief that a post-apartheid SA state that 1s at all serious about
transforming the political, economic and social distortions of a century of
capitalist development - based on the centrality of a racial form - will
Ignore or underestimate the role, capacity and power of international
agencies such as the IHF, to Influence (distort) Its chosen path of deve-
lopment, at Its peril. Furthermore, an appreciation of the role and ideolo-
gical predilection of the IMF in the world economy, and of the SA apartheid
state's relationship to it, provides a crucial input into the on-going
debate on economic and political transformation towards a post-apartheid
SA.

THE IDEOLOGY AM) ROLE OF TIE IHF IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS
The IMF together with the World Bank are the two key financial insti-

tutions of the world economy. Both organisations were planned as specia-
lized agencies within the United Nations system at the UN Monetary and
Financial Conference at Bretton Woods in 1944, and the IHF was formally
established on 27 December 1945. The original functions of the IHF are set
out In Article 1 of the Articles of Agreement under which the IHF was
established. Its overall aim is to facilitate the growth of world trade,
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held to be crucial to the need to generate "high levels of employment and
real Income and the development of the productive resources of all members
as primary objectives of economic policy1. The major Instrument by which
the IMF attempts to meet this objective Is through loans to member coun-
tries who experience short term Balance of Payments (BOP) difficulties, 1e
those countries unable to earn enough foreign exchange to pay for the
Imports they need.

The position that the IMF has come to occupy today 1s, In some ways, a
far cry from that envisaged at Bretton Woods. The massive growth In private
bank lending to developing countries largely accounts for this change 1n
the IMF's position within the world economy. The funds available to the IMF
have:

Become dwarfed by the huge growth of those (reserves) asso-
ciated with private international financial markets. No longer
the major source of financing of balance of payments deficits,
the IMF became responsible for negotiating the terms of a small
pilot loan and the successful completion of the negotiations
would be a signal for private banks to provide the bulk of the
new finance required (Evans, 1985:119).

Thus the influence and weight of the IMF - which Cheryl Payer calls 'the
most powerful supra-national government in the world1 (1974:ix) Is not
derived from the quantity of money It lends. Rather it exercises such In-
ternational power because the granting of its pilot loan to a developing
country is the key that can open the door to the (private) International
loans that most developing countries need to stay afloat. That seal of
approval, as It were, 1s in general given to countries prepared to accept
changes in their economic policy (and Implicitly in their development goals
and strategy) which the IMF demands. Its criteria for granting such appro-
val are not only technical - for they Include ideological preferences
against Import, exchange and price control - though significantly not
against wage control. This crucial role of police officer of the interna-
tional financing system underlines the power that the IMF exercises. The
Latin American Bureau (LAB) concludes that the IMF is:

the channel that western nations use to supply that financial
support and Impose the conditions on deficit countries that
rein force those development strategies approved by the West.
Thus the IMF 1s one of the key instruments for determining how
LDCs ap proach their development problems (1983:13).
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This 1s not to suggest, however, that the role of the IMF derives from
some conspiracy - US or otherwise - against the peoples of the world -
although It often looks that way given the effect on developing countries
and the dominance of the US In the IMF. Rather, given the internationali-
zation of advanced capitalism; its Inability to survive if capital and
goods were restricted to or sealed within national boundaries; and inter-
imperialist rivalries and conflicts between imperialist countries and the
ruling classes of developing countries, Handel argues that:

borders can be 'held open' to inflows and outflows of money-
capital only 1f everyone submits to certain objective rules of
the game, which precisely permit the law of value - i.e. the
logic of capital - to arbitrate these conflicts and 'resolve
crises'. The International Monetary Fund 1s merely the embodi-
ment of this objective logic (1980:190).

What this means is that whatever the precise composition of the IMF and
whatever the inclination of the governments represented in It 'there is no
way to escape its diktats in the long-run, unless the logic of capital 1s
broken, along with the capitalist mode of production and all the interna-
tional Institutions that sustain it' (Handel, 1980:191). Given the nature
of the evolution of the world economy and the relative balance of power
relations within 1t, it is nevertheless true that in practice, the US - not
necessarily any particular US government - has dominated the direction of
policy and decision-making at the IMF. But this is not to Imply that In the
absence of this US role/function, the IHF would take on a significantly
different character within the world economy - It would not.

As Girvan and Bernal (1982:35) point out It is of fundamental Importance
to the IMF's node of operation that its underlying political and ideo-
logical objectives are 'concealed behind a veil of technical and scientific
analysis that pretends to be free from political and Ideological bias'.
However, as even the IMF's official historian has noted, the organisations
concern with politically sensitive subjects such as exchange rates and
exchange restrictions mean that the Fund was bound to be politically con-
trolled (Gisselquist, 1981:217). That control is exercised by the large
western industrial nations - most notably the USA - and derives from the
dominance of the USA and other western Industrial nations In the voting and
hence decision making process that 1s exercised by the 22 person Executive
Board of the IHF - where the real power rests. The USA, France, UK, West
Germany, Japan and Saudi Arabia are permanent members of this Board. The
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USA alone by virtue of its contribution to the Fund controls 20 pc of the
votes and a group of powerful western European nations holds 28 pc of the
votes. Less developed countries (LDCs) exercise only a very limited
influence in the Fund's decision-making process. A totally united group of
developing countries (in practice very hard to achieve) representing nearly
75 pc of the total population of the IMF countries can muster no more than
35 pc of the votes. And the USA has an effective veto on major changes in
IMF policy (including the allocation of votes) as such decisions require an
85 pc majority. In practice too, a sumnit meeting of the leaders of the
biggest western nations, either the Group of Five or Group of Ten, has
always preceded major changes 1n IMF policy.

This control over the direction of international economic relations is
reinforced In numerous other ways. These Include the fact that It Is an
uncontested tradition that the Fund's managing director is a West European
and his deputy is a USA citizen and that IMF staff members, even those from
developing countries, are trained in the conservative tradition of the IMF
and invariably support the United States position. Johnson (1977:108)
comments that there 1s a strong tendency for IMF and US Treasury staff to
be 'virtually interchangeable and even non-US staff tend to be selected on
grounds of their congeniality to the US viewpoint.' Thus given the inhe-
rently political nature of the IMF and its dominance by the Western indus-
trial nations it should not be surprising that It plays a crucial role as
the 'financial sheriff of the West and especially in recent years of the
transnational banks that increasingly lend to developing countries. As
Abdalla concludes

Through appropriate conditions for Its stand-by agreement and
the country's stabilisation programme, the Fund imposes on the
borrower the behaviour patterns which reassures transnational
finance and the West as a whole. Governments which agree to be
economically timorous, socially conservative and politically
docile can thus hope to obtain from the IMF a certificate of
good behaviour, which Is then supposed to give a green light to
purveyors of conroercial credit (1980:51).

The principle of political neutrality is thus a totally deceptive one.
For the IMF military dictatorships, including South Korea and Brazil, are
considered exemplary. It was. eg, only after the overthrow of the Unidad
Popular that cooperation with Chile was regarded as satisfactory. Given its
role within the world economy, the IMF finds It easier to deal with undemo-
cratic, authoritarian governments who are likely to have fewer qualms about
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executing the specific and concrete policies that are the Inevitable conse-
quence of the IMF's monetaristic, laissez-faire philosophy. A member of the
IMF staff Is reported to have said to Rolf Knieper, 'not without a certain
pride', that

the establishment of the military dictatorship In Ghana was the
direct consequence of an IMF mission: a democratic government
organized along parliamentary lines would have been incapable of
effecting the stipulated course of action with due severity
(Knieper, 1983:42).

If this Is all that apparent why, It may be asked, do most developing
countries retain their membership - and so find themselves having to accept
the usually harsh economic prescription of the Fund? In short, what choices
do developing countries have In regard to their relationship with the IMF?

Given the economic or market dominance of the major Western Industrial
countries, the resulting inequalities of trade, investment and accumulation
on a world scale, the often depressed economic status of many nominally
Independent developing countries still reflecting the structural Imbalances
of a colonial legacy and limited non-capitalist scores of finance, among
other factors, most developing countries remain tied by a tight leash to
their Western creditors. At the centre of this creditor network is the IMF.
Hence membership of and virtual submission to IMF dictates become crucial
to the continued flow of loans from Western countries and major internatio-
nal institutional sources. Many developing countries are told by Western
governments and private International banks that no rescheduling of debt or
provision of credit would be made without a prior agreement with the IMF.
Those that resisted (for example Jamaica, Nigeria, Tanzania, at different
times) found themselves facing severe economic and political crises.

Even Warsaw Pact countries such as Poland, Rumania and Hungary which
have significant trading and debt exposure to the West have had little
choice but to join in order to qualify for further loans or to have their
debts rescheduled. In Poland's case private international banks were not
prepared to grant it further unsecured loans or begin debt rescheduling
talks unless Poland applied for IMF membership and so allowed Its 're-
construction progranrae' to be monitored by this so-called Independent
international agency (Posulla, 1984:68-9). However, while most such coun-
tries have little choice but to go along with IMF conditions, the benefits
of such associations (especially to the dominated classes) are dubious to
say the least. It 1s far from clear that the objectives contained In
Article 1 of the IMF statutes - balanced growth of world trade, higher
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levels of employment, rising real Incomes, etc, have been facilitated by
the IMF's method of operation - 1n particular the austerity programme that
Is the usual precondition for loans or access to private loans. On the
contrary, as Knleper observes:

mass unemployment, pauperization and Inflation are frequently
the consequences of such austerity programmes. Moreover there
has so far been no Indication that these negative consequences
are merely the trade off for a long-term economic recovery: not
one of the countries Included in the IMF programmes can be cited
as proof for the postulate that employment levels and real
Incomes rise following a preceding phase of 'purging' austerity.
(1983:43).

IMF 'assistance', therefore. Is hardly renowned for its success - except
of course if one views this from the perspective of Western capitalist
Interests and sometimes national capitals who use the IMF adjustment pro-
grammes as a justification for rationalization, cutting social programmes,
pushing down wage rates, etc.

All this is not to say that developing countries have alsolutely no
choice or strategy to 'counter' IMF prescriptions. Such a strategy will,
however, depend crucially on the class representative basis of these
country's political apparatus which will determine Its development path,
external strategy and willingness and determination to carry through this
strategy In the face of admittedly difficult conditions before it. The
politics of the present International economic system do not allow for easy
solutions. How can the IMF - an important and largely successful instrument
for exercising Western capitalist Interests in the international financial
system - be changed from within? The IMF will only take on a new role as a
consequence of fundamental changes in power-relations between nations and
between different groups of people within nations (LAB, 1983:14).

SOUTH AFRICA'S RELATIONS WITH THE IMF
The decade 1975-1985 coincides with the period In which the role of the

IMF as the policeman of Western economic Interest underwent certain sig-
nificant changes. Its role as determined at Bretton Woods In 1944 arose
out of an International economic environment that was based on fixed ex-
change rates. It was on that foundation that the IMF functioned from the
end of World War II to 1971. The period Immediately after the 15 August
1971 decision of the US to unpeg the dollar from gold (1e effectively
dismantling the fixed exchange rate regime established at Bretton Woods)
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was characterised by a certain degree of uncertainty and ad hoc policy
measures and actions 1n international economic relations.

In the wake of the violent spasms that racked the world economy after
the 1973 oil price shocks It became clear that -adjustment' to these new
conditions was being achieved without design or guidance. The IMF was at
this time grappling with re-defining its role in these new conditions.
Thus in a sense, the explosion of IMF loans after the oil price hike of
1973 and the cornnodity price collapse of 1975/76 occurred under conditions
in which the IMF. for so long the centre of the world capitalist economy,
had no clear role. These were problems that the IHF was not designed to
cope with. Amendments to its Articles, first initiated In 1974 and made
effective In 1978, and discussions over new guidelines for conditionalIty,
finalized in March 1979. are evidence of this search for a new role for the
IHF. Tensions within industrialised countries evidenced, for example, by
the failure of OECO countries to coordinate economic policy in 1976-78; the
growing power after 1973 of OPEC countries in the world economy and the
fears in the USA about the decline of American hegemony (Bradford,
1983:670); the failure of private banks to impose conditional ity on borro-
wing countries (eg Peru); the mounting, and Increasingly short-term, borro-
wings of developing countries, all contributed to the unsettled state of
international economic relations In the second half of the 1970s.

By 1982, however as Bradford notes (1983:694). there was a significant
resurgence in the role of the IMF in the world economy. With Third World
debt mounting and default and rescheduling on everyone's lips, private bank
lending, especially to non-oil developing countries experiencing BOP prob-
lems, could be kissed good-bye. Thus the IMF was once again asserting Its
uncontested position at the centre of the international financial stage
bringing greater 'discipline, stability and growth1 to an Increasingly
'chaotic' international borrowing market - or so It seemed. In fact, this
was one of the first visible signs that the reactionary fundamental Isn of
Reaganism and Thatcherism was succeeding 1n reasserting the greater hege-
mony of capitalist relations in world economic affairs.

THE IMF AMD THE APARTHEID STATE C1975 - cl98S
South Africa's membership of the IMF coincides, except for the first

three years, with nationalist Party apartheid rule. Smuts. In what was to
be his last term as United Party premier, had displayed his 'renowned
international statesmanship' In the creation of the United Nations system
which included the IMF and the world Bank. Behind Its facade of political
neutrality the IMF, despite the Increasingly strident and forceful condem-
nation of SA's apartheid policy from the UN, for long felt Itself under no
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obligation to question either the econonic or political system of the only
country in its membership practising legislated racial discrimination.
That only changed in 1983 and only after popular and workers' struggles
(that Intensified after the 1973 strikes and the 1976 Soweto uprising) had
brought into question the profitability of continued foreign Investment,
and in East/West terns, the stabilising political role of the apartheid
state in this region - both crucial elements of western Interests in South-
ern Africa. It Is now evident that these Western interest groups - despite
some evidence of tension among then - are seeking to influence the direc-
tion of political development in SA so as to ensure the continuation of
this country's present place within that sphere. The International econo-
mic system, and the IMF in particular, with all its power to open and close
aid and loan 'doors', will be a significant though unseen part of any
western package deal working towards a 'post- apartheid SA of a special
kind'.

Let us now look briefly at the nature of the relationship between the
apartheid state and the IMF, concentrating mainly on the last decade or
so. Table 1 shows SA's borrowings of the IMF Funds representing purchases
on its credit tranches and credit facilities such as the Compensatory
Financing facility and drawings of SDRs between 1947 and 1985.

TABLE 1 SOUTH AFRICA'S PURCHASES OF IHF CURRENCIES
1947 - 1985 (in SORs n111Ions)

1947 - 1958
1959
1960
1961
1962-67
1968
1969

Sumnry:

46.2
-

12.5
25.0
-

62.0
66.2

1947 - 1982
1983 - 1985

Total

1970
1971-74
1975
1976
1977
1978-81
1982
1983-4
1985

1882.3
70.0

1952.3

125.0
-

91.2
390.0
162.0
-

902.2
-
70.0

Source: International Financial Statistical Year-books (1985, 1986).
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South Africa's IMF purchases and drawings are placed Into perspective
when conpared to the use of IMF funds by other countries, firstly In
Southern Africa, and secondly In its IMF country classification. Table 2
shows that between 1947-1984 SA's share of IMF purchases amounted to nearly
50 pc of all purchases of IHF funds by Southern Africa states.

TABLE 2 SOUTHERN AFRICAN STATES' PURCHASES OF IMF CURRENCIES,
1947 - 1984

(1n millions of SORs and as a percent of total IHF purchases by
Southern African states)

Lesotho
Malawi
SA
Swaziland
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

1947-79
0.6
35.9
980.1
1.9

138.0
439.0
-

Total Regional
Purchases

1980

24.4
_
_

40.0
50.0
32.5

1981
-
30.0

-
15.9

359.3
37.5

1982
2.0
14.7

902.2
4.3
1.7

41.5
-

1983
-

34.2
-
10.0
6.1

188.4
153.6

1984
-
37,
-
-
-

147,
89

.8

.5

.9

Total
1947-84
2.6

277.0
1882.3

16.2
202.3
1225.7
313.4

3819.5

%
0.1
4.6

49.3
0.4
5.3
32.1
8.2

100.0

Source: International Financial Statistical Yearbook (1985); Seidman (1985)

Notes: 1. Zimbabwe did not receive any INF credit under the minority Smith
regime.

2. Angola, which Is not an IHF member, Botswana, which made no
drawings on the Fund and Mocambique, which only joined 1n 1984 are not
Included here.
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The IMF clearly regards SA as the key to Its plan for the 'economic
development1 of Southern Africa, The Fund has frequently attempted to
Influence other Southern African states to open or Increase their dealings
with SA. For example, 1n 1980 Zambia was asked - amongst other policy
changes - to re-open Its trade routes to SA 1n return for INF assistance.
As recently as the 1984 IMF/World Bank meeting, official SA delegates and
Western commercial banks lobbied strongly to boost SA's role In the
economic development of the Southern African region. Seidraan (1985:119)
notes that the SA delegation was 'delighted' with the outcome of these
discussions.

TABLE 3 PURCHASES FROM THE FUND : 1947-1985
(SDR millions) NON-OIL DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HJjICH

ARE ALSO MAJOR EXPORTERS OF MANUFACTURERS

Country

Brazil
Argentina
Yugoslavia
Korea
South Africa
Portugal
Israel
Malaysia (Incl.
Greece

Total

5224.1
3706.2
3624.2
2489.9
1952.3
912.9
563.4

Singapore) 465.9
282.3

19221.6

% of Total

10.16

Notes: Excludes Hong Kong for which separate statistics are not provided
1n the 1986 International Financial Statistics Yearbook.
Source: International Financial Statistics Yearbook (1986).
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The IMF has Unce 1980 classified SA as a 'non-oil, developing country1.
Withil this category SA was placed In a subgrouping of 10 countries clas-

2 1 U o r ^ o r t e r , of manufactures'. SA's share of IMF purchase,
Z t J L W e d to other countries In this sub-group, amounted to
£l £ 7 . 1 pulses/drawings between 1947-1985. It ha. In that time
drawn W e from the Fund than Greece. Malaysia, Israel and Portugal (see
Table 3) but not more than Brazil and Argentina (both of whose recent debt
problems have led to large borrowings since 1983). Korea and Yugoslavia.
However 1f one exclude, purchases and drawings since 1983, the year 1n
which SA's borrowings from the Fund were partially restricted, SA ranked
second behind Yugoslavia as the largest borrower frc« the Fund In this sub-
group. Its drawings/purchases Bake up almost 20 pc (19.06) of total IMF

purchases. 11
SA received Its first stand-by credit arrangement (loan) from the IMF

1n 1957/58. Like the UK's stand-bys of 1957 and 1958 these arrangements
were agreed to without conditionalIty or phased disbursal, (Gisselquist,
1982:206), which even 1n those early formative years of IMF lending were
being Imposed on other borrowers, most notably the Latin Americans. This
rather cosy relationship was to characterise SA-IMF dealings throughout the
history of the IMF and 1n many respects continues to this day.

The Seidmans (1978:75) note that by 1972 the IMF was still providing
almost 60 pc of all short-term non-direct Investment fund, available to SA
from the central government and banking sector. This (unreferenced) figure
appears oddly high. Yet If this type of funding was even half of this, the
Seidman's correctly claim that this:

reflects the supportive role played vis-a-vis South Africa by
this official financial Institution, controlled by the Western
developed nations. In particular, the IMF provided a critical
source of funds to off-set SA's chronic balance of payments
deficits.

This BOP support, provided by way of loan agreements In the mid-1970s
and again 1n 1982, best Illustrates the special nature of the relationship
between SA and the IMF. The loans to SA should be judged against the IMF's
own lending policies rather than against any other n o m In order to deter-
mine the extent of any preferential treatment received by Pretoria 1n Its
dealing with the IMF. As Payer (1974), the LAB (1983), Adballa (1980), and
numerous other authors show, some IMF member countries (clients) do receive
'friendly' and 'lenient' treatment from the Fund acting as the conduit of
Western capitalist Interests (the patrons). This is better explained by
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looking at the general background to the mid-seventies loans, and then at
the IMF meetings of January and November 1976.

The IMF provided SA with credits of SDR91.2B 1n 1975, SDR390n 1n 1976
and SDR162m 1n 1977. These mid-1970 borrowings were, according to SA and
IMF sources, In support of the SA government program* to strengthen the
country's BOP position. The SDR160m purchase from the Fund announced on 15
November 1976 (IMF Survey), for example, was made under the Fund's Compen-
satory Financing Facility (CFF) with respect to an export short-fall ex-
perienced by SA during the 12 month period ended August, 1976. The success
of the US policy to depress the price of gold 1n the mid-seventies (direc-
ted mainly at the USSR and France) and carried out partly through the IMF
gold sales, badly affected SA gold exports and hence Its BOP. Despite SA's
efforts to cut gold production as a counter to the falling gold price, with
her 'gold crutch1, as Johnson calls it (1977:110), 'knocked out from under
her South Africa slid rapidly Into a deep recession'. Clearly, the current
account of SA's BOP had weakened from about 1974 as a result of the decline
1n the price of gold, the prolonged recession 1n SA's main trading part-
ners, Increases 1n the cost of Imports because of Inflation In the West,
the Increase 1n oil prices and what the IMF called 'expansionary demand
management policies' (IMF Survey).

The case that SA put to the IMF thus emphasised mainly externally In-
duced factors, lagging exports, declining reserves and a deterioration In
the BOP. But there were other factors affecting the BOP as well, such as
the rapid Increases In defence expenditure which led to the budget deficits
and, In turn, to Increases 1n money supply, to Inflation, to a weakening
rand and, finally, to BOP problems. From 1972 to 1975 defence expenditure,
according to the Centre for International Policy (CIP) (1978:1), rose by 97
pc 1n real terms. The confidential IMF Study of April 1977 noted that
'defense expenditure has been a major cause of the rapid Increase In total
current expenditure1 (CIP, 1978:1).

Though defence and law and order expenditure had been Increasing from
the early 1970s, following Internal resistance and external concerns (Nami-
bia), the sudden urgency for funds around January 1976 - the month of the
first application to the Fund 1n that year - must be placed within a wider
context. As Johnson so dramatically notes (1977:111)

By January 1976 all eyes In South Africa were fixed upon a
single object - the advance of Cuban troops towards the Nam1b1an
border ... Beside this all the crises of the 1970s paled. The
thing which Pretoria had so long predicted, but so little really
believed, had come to pass. A communist army was marching
through Angola towards her.
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Soweto - the single word that has come to symbolize the uprising of
1976/77 whose roots were 1n themselves not unrelated to the recession - was
to prove a major Influence 1n the further downward drift of the economy. In
the 'politically sterilised1 offices of the IMF Executive Board these
matters must have loomed large, but were never raised directly.

At the 21 January 1976 Executive Board Heeting In Washington DC the
first SA loan application for that year was opposed on economic grounds by
the Executive Director for Belgium, Austria, Luxembourg and Turkey, J de
Groote, who argued that SA with one of the world's largest gold stocks to
back up Its currency reserves might not really need the Fund's assistance
and might easily be expected to be a net contributor to the Fund rather
than seek Its aid. He was also critical of SA's conservation policy of
'cutting back production every time the world price rose' and of 'keeping
gold off the market1 rather than selling it at lower prices to cover the
BOP deficit. He concluded 'It could be argued that the current account
deficit expected 1n 1976 was not entirely beyond the control of the autho-
rities' (CIP, 1978:2).

The application was also opposed by AH Tameogo, the executive director
representing 17 West African nations, who stated that SA could raise the
money 1t needs by using Its gold as collateral. Tameogo said that SA's
problem was 'long-term and structural, Its treatment of the Black popula-
tion* whose 'education Is not free1 and whose wages and salaries are 'very
low relative to those of Whites. The distribution of Income and of oppor-
tunity 1n general (is) heavily weighted towards the White population. In
the future when SA needed increasingly skilled and literate workers to
compete In the world markets 1t would not have them1 (CIP, 1978:2). Both
these arguments were carefully worded in economic tern (the only argument
overtly acceptable In the IMF). However, the application was backed by the
US and UK who both spoke strongly In favour of the request. Peter Bull,
representing the UK (Labour government), stated at this January meting
that the stand-by arrangement 'would give the (SA) authorities ... some
feeling of International support which they deserved1 (CIP, 1978:5). The
request was approved.

In November 1976, five months after the Soweto uprising began, SA re-
turned to the IMF with another aid request - this tine under the CFF.
Whereas to gain approval for its earlier standby SA had meraly to show a
need and a program* to correct Its BOP, for the CFF (a temporary export
shortfall facility) SA had to argue that its BOP problem was caused by
factors outside Its control. An IMF staff analysis of SA's export perfor-
mance supported SA's request for aid. However the staff analysis was
severely criticised by some of the Executive Board directors at the IMF
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meeting. Executive Director D1n1, representing Italy, Spain, Portugal and
Malta, accused the IMF staff of rigging the Funds own statistical formulas
to favour SA's case. He found the analysis 'suspect1 because Its estimate
of export earning shortfall happened to coincide exactly with the maximum
amount SA could request from the CFF. The West German delegate, Pieske,
also found that coincidence remarkable and flatly stated that the projected
shortfall had been 'tailored to the size of the requested drawings' (CIP,
1978:3). However, the US Executive Director found the staff's handling of
the statistics 'entirely reasonable1 and SA got Its loan with US and UK
support. Interestingly (whether true or not) the confidential April 1977
study of SA quoted US sources as stating that foreign Investment In SA paid
the highest return of any foreign Investment 1n the world - a fact that
along with the high strategic value of SA's mineral exports and SA's stabi-
lising role In the region goes far to explain the enthusiasm of Anglo-
American support for the apartheid regime. Both countries have conside-
rable Interest In SA - as we shall note again shortly.

Over the 40 year history of the IMF It 1s extremely rare that applica-
tions for loans that reached the executive board of the IMF are debated at
all. In fact any request that reaches the Executive Board 1s assured of
approval (CIP, 1978:3). Thus the objection to SA's application was unusual.
Yet, despite this, the dominance of the US and UK vote on the IMF was
sufficient to steamroller these requests through. The continued IMF
support for SA 1n 1977 1s evidence that, while, on the one hand, the then
Carter administration was castigating what 1t called the 'white supremacist
SA regime1 In public, It was, on the other hand, quietly greasing SA's palm
(CIP, 1978:3). However, as a report In the US weekly Hation (16 Sept 1978)
notes, on certain occasions, such as the SA and Argentinian requests of the
mid-seventies, the Fund has come under severe criticisms from Its own (non-
US) executive directors but has been supported by the US executive direc-
tors, who Invariably endorse IMF staff procedures:

Argentina and South Africa are two of the countries that gained
by these procedures according to the objecting executive direc-
tors; Jamaica and Peru are two that lost. The former two are
among the worst human rights violating regimes In the world
today, while the latter two are at least attempting to follow
democratic or Populist courses acceptable to a broad majority.
Already, even without the discretionary power of the Staff, the
IMF's general rules of condi tionality are structured to favour
undemo cratic regimes willing to Impose painful austerity pro-
gramme* on the poor majority, usually by violence {Nation 227,
16 September 1978).
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Gisseiquist (1981:224) notes that the IMF loans to SA In 1976/77 helped
to steady SA's foreign bank creditors In the face of the Soweto riots,
which may also have been the Intention behind the loans of 1960/61 follo-
wing Sharpevilie. Thus the IMF, and especially the US and UK vote within
It, played an Important support role by overriding economic and the obvious
but unvoiced political and moral objections to support - 1n times of
political uncertainty - a member country which was closely Integrated Into
Its International network of trade, Investment and strategic Interest. In
fact the IMF BOP assistance to SA for the 2 years 1976/77 was greater than
the combined IMF assistance to all other African countries for the same
period. In those 2 years only 2 other countries, Britain and Mexico, were
bigger beneficiaries of IMF aid Washington Post, 24 December 1977, A6).

The years 1977-81 witnessed an Increasing deterioration In the state of
the world economy - which affected most developed and developing countries.
Problems of unemployment, Inflation and mounting debt dominated Internatio-
nal financial discussions. By the early 1980s 'fears' that the IMF was
going soft on developing countries were being dispelled following the
Thatcher (1979) and Reagan (1980) electoral successes. A much tougher line
as regards financial assistance to developing countries was beginning to
emerge. SA Finance Minister Horwood, however, was able to report at the
annual IMF-WB meetings 1n these years that SA was doing rather well, having
turned around the 1974-76 BOP deficit. He attributed the success to SA's
monetary and fiscal restraint. However, In 1981 with the gold price decli-
ning sharply from over $800 an ounce and Imports surging, SA once again ran
up a deficit on the current account of the BOP In the order of a massive
$4380m. By mid-1982 when It appeared that there was little likelihood of
an Improvement on the current account, SA, despite numerous denials by top
financial officials (Financial Hall, 10.09.82:1235; 08.10.82:147)
approached the IMF for a stand-by loan of $1.1 billion (CIP. 1983:1). SA
had already drawn $122m from Its reserve position In the Fund and declared
Its Intention to borrow an additional $132m through the SOR account. These
are automatic and non-conditional borrowing rights that a member may choose
to exercise.

SA's approach to the Fund was made In mid-1982 (Financial Tims (Lon-
don), 25.01.83) but on USA advice was not announced until October 1982 -
a few weeks before the IMF executive board meeting. The expectation that
the application would be controversial was to prove correct. Opinion ranged
from those who urged that the loan not be approved under any circumstan-
ces to those who stated that the loan should be approved on condition
that SA abolished 'apartheid Imposed1 rigidities etc (Economist, 16.10.82;
New York Times, 20.10.82). Thus the Economist wrote: ^
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The loan should cone 1n the normal way with conditions attached.
Unfortunately, In Its anxiety to avoid trouble the IMF 1s temp-
ted to pretend that apartheid Is economically speaking an Irrele-
vance. That 1s rather like visiting Cape Town and overlooking
Table Mountain. An IMF that feels obliged to tell other borro-
wing member countries to raise food prices (e.g. Egypt); to
devalue currencies (e.g. Sudan) and temporarily to reduce living
standards (e.g. almost everybody) should not remain silent about
labour-market rigidities 1n SA (16.10.82).

Others, such as the Hall Street Journal, were concerned that any moves
to deny SA the loan would amount to a poiitization of the Fund. However,
they continue:

That's not to say we're wild about the Idea of an IMF loan to
SA, or any number of other countries for that matter. In our
view, SA has a fundamentally sound economy and It could easily
bridge Its temporary balance of payments problems by going to
comuercial banks for a loan. It would pay a higher Interest
rate, but with world credit already stretched so thin we can see
no reason for taxpayers to subsidize those who can make 1t on
their own (03.11.82).

As 1s evident from these two quotes, objections to the SA request took
various forms and emanated from various quarters. Five IMF executive direc-
tors lodged strong technical and economic arguments against the loan at the
Board's meeting of 3 November 1982. They argued that the SA loan did not
meet the standard of conditional1ty Imposed on other borrowers, 1n addition
to questioning the need for the loan based on IMF predictions of a $1.6
billion SA trade surplus for 1983, and a debt service ratio of 7.9 pc,
expected to drop to 7 pc 1n 1983. It was pointed out that SA was credit-
worthy enough to meet Its requirements without any difficulty on the
International capital market. Korner et al (1986), connenting on these
arguments, note that 1t was likely that the 'SA regime was primarily Inte-
rested In the aura of International approval which goes with IMF loans and
(that this) would thus demonstrate to critics and sceptics at home and
abroad how Ineffective UN boycott calls are'. The fact that the loan was
only partly drawn upon and repayment began earlier than scheduled adds
weight to the validity of these arguments.

Specifically 1t was further argued at the Board meetings (1) that the
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loan package was heavily front-loaded, 1e that SA got 80 pc of Its $1.1
billion before fulfilling any conditions at all; (2) that SA had exercised
Inadequate budget restraint, citing Its heavy defence expenditure; (3)
that there was Insufficient monetary control, citing as an example the
subsidies to White farmers; (4) that the distortions and artificial bar-
riers to employment and job mobility created by apartheid had to be among
the conditions set by the IMF before It approve the loan; (5) that the
decline 1n SA's Interest rate shortly before the meeting and the move by
the SA reserve bank to lower reserve requirements for commercial banks were
contrary to the restrictive monetary policies that the IMF would normally
Insist upon.

Some Western representatives did criticize the contents of the loan
programme. For example, there was broad concensus on the need for SA to
undertake structural adjustments 1n regard to labour market rigidities but
the directors differed on whether or not this should be a condition of the
stand-by loan. Altogether seven executive directors, representing 68 coun-
tries, refused to support the loan and nine called for a postponement.
However, executive directors representing the USA, Canada and Western
Europe backed the loan. This latter group vote added up to 51.9 pc of the
IMF total and the loan was approved.

Evidence to the effect that SA received preferential treatment from the
IMF 1n this Instance also came from other sources. The objections raised by
these sources - and I have omitted those already raised by the IMF execu-
tive executive directors - Include:

1. that 60 pc of the package was a loan under the CFF, which
carries much easier terms of condi tionality. This division would
normally have to be made after an analysis of the precise
nature of the BOP problem. But as Professor Richard Eckaus of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology notes the question was
not addressed : 'It was simply Ignored by the IMF In Its consi-
deration of the financial assistance1 (1983:641);
2. that the Fund at the time had pressure on Its resources from,
and 1n general favoured, two types of borrowers: on the one hand
lower Income countries (with less per capita Income), and on
the other, countries whose debt requirements were much larger
than SA's. Compared to these other (1982) borrowers (1) SA's
debt problems were Insignificant and (11) Its per capita
Income was much higher. Therefore SA's request at that time was
unusual, cowing from a country which was of neither type. It
therefore ought to have had to put up a very convincing case to
secure the loan - which 1t appears 1t did not have to;
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3. that tha ratnoval of cartain SA policies, eg dual exchange
rates, Imports surcharges, ate, was not M d a a condition of tha
loan, although thaia policies ware generally anathemi to tha
economic phiiotophy of tha IHF;
4. that It W M not claar that SA M I a 'developing country1

which was necessary for 1t to qualify for tha CFF. This CFF was,
Incidentally, tha largest such loan to any country In tha Fund'i
history at that time. (SA 1s now classified by tha Fund as a
'non-oil developing country1}.

A broader range of objections to the SA loan would be hard to work up.
Yat the loan was approved. However the International outcry, especialIj
from the UN, did have some effect. At the 20 June 1983 meting of the IHF
Its staff presented a report critical of apartheid on economic grounds -
the first 1n the IMF's history. The report found that apartheid Impedei
the optimal utilisation of SA's resources, especially by creating labour
supply bottlenecks. It goes on to say that apartheid does not have a short
tern effect on the BOP but that Its effects are felt 1n the medium and long
tarn. The CIP (1983), commenting on this analysis, notes that SA could no
longer count on automatic access to some of the IMF's conditional facili-
ties unless 1t dismantled apartheid. Until then SA would have available
only the low conditional1ty facilities 1t used 1n November 1982. However,
this would still have given Pretoria $1.5 billion.

And after much debate at the US Senate and House, and Its respective
banking committees and sub-comaittees, an ant 1-apartheid amendment to J
Bill authorising an Increase In the US quota to the IMF was agreed upon.
The US law now requires that the US oppose SA loans unless the Secretary of
the treasury certifies In person before the banking camittees that the
loan conditions would reduce the distortions caused by apartheid. On re-
quest of either the House or Senate Banking Committee, the Treasury would
have to demonstrate: (1) the loan would bring about a substantial reduction
of the pass laws ('restrictions on the geographical mobility of labor1);
and (2) South Africa could not raise tha money elsewhere. Fur-thermore,
the administration would have to give a three-weak public notice of another
IMF loan to South Africa (CIP, 1984i7). The amendment leaves the US with
enough 'wiggle room'. US support of IMF loans to SA was not absolute!)
prevented. It was only restricted - and restricted significantly In ways
that Ideally suit 'reform minded thinkers' both In SA and abroad. Both th«
IMF and the US rebuke of SA's apartheid practices followed the escalation
of popular and worker resistance to tha apartheid regime that could be
traced back to the early 1970s. Tha struggles within SA and the 1mpl1ca-
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tions this had for continued profitable Investment and trade 1n SA and
other strategic, military and stabilising functions that SA performs within
the world capitalist systen was the real reason underlying this small shift
In the stance of the West. They would be hoping, by taking such a position,
to win over segments of the dominated classes to a solution to the SA
crisis that ensures the continuation of International capitalist Interests.

SOUTH AFRICA'S PLACE IN THE WORLD CAPITALIST ECONOMY
In 1978 President Carter's National Security Advisor, Zbigniew Brzezin-

sk1 Identified Iran (still under the Shah), Brazil and SA as 'regionally
Influential nations' noting that changes within these countries will have
profound consciences throughout the areas 1n which they are situated and
1n the major centres of world capitalism (Petras and Morley, 1981:6). SA's
particular role within the global structure of capitalism Is, like Iran (at
the time) and Brazil, that of serving to Hm1t the scope and possibilities
for political and economic changes within smaller and weaker states 1n
these regions. Factors such as Its constellation of Southern African states
Initiative; Its vital transport and coraun1cat1ons network 1n Southern
Africa; Its active market penetration of neighbouring states; Its employ-
ment of thousands of workers from Lesotho, Mozambique, etc; Its regional
Investment; numerous military adventures and support for UNITA and the HNR,
are all Indicative of SA's Involvement In this region, and of Its destabi-
lising capacity. SA 1s very aware of the role 1t plays In this region,
within this sphere of Western Interests, as Is evident from the reaction of
top government ministers and officials to the threat of Western disinvest-
ment and sanctions. These officials are quick to point to the damage,
both economic and political, that would befall SA's vulnerable neighbours
In the event of such action. These Include threats to cut off grain
supplies passing through SA to neighbouring states.

The West, too, Is well aware of the economic collapse and consequent
political destabHisation that will follow any punitive measures SA takes
against countries as far north as Zambia and Zaire, hence the reluctance of
the West to Impose full or tougher economic sanctions against this country.
But these strategic concerns, arising out of East/West struggles, are not
the only ones that SA plays upon. There are, In addition, financial and
economic factors that make the fate of South Africa of no small signifi-
cance to advanced capitalist countries. These are familiar and well-worn
arguments and will be noted here only In the briefest terms. Large scale
Western (US, UK, West German) Investments and loans to SA, mainly by multi-
national corporations and International banking Institutions, generate a
substantial proportion of earnings for specific firms and countries In the
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core areas of the capitalist world economy. Especially during the 1969's
and early 1970's, SA experienced rapid Industrial growth and the Inflow of
large amounts of foreign capital. The reasons for this, as Petras and
Morley point out, are apparent. SA (like Iran and Brazil)

possesses raw materials of great value to the Industrial coun-
tries, they have substantial earnings that generate a substan-
tial market for exports, and they are ruled by regimes that
facilitate the Inward and out ward flows of capital and can
contain the discontent of laborers and nationalists. As the
Industrial processes 1n the advanced countries have become more
sophisticated during the past several years, It has been neces-
sary to Increase the flow and efficient production of raw mate-
rials that feed 1n to these processes (1981:16).

It Is these profitable outlets and strategic concerns that worker and
popular struggles are now threatening and which the West Is having to come
to terms with. For the SA crisis has weakened the 'global 1st perspective1

on SA's strategic place within the world capitalist system - which, though
always Important, does fluctuate according to the state of super-power
tensions and the relative robustness of the Western economy. The SA crisis
has also reduced the attractiveness and profitability of Western Invest-
ment here. For multinationals such as Barclays PLC which have sold off
their SA Investment, the withdrawal had as much to do with Its capacity to
generate profits abroad, as with declining profits locally. According to
Sir Timothy Bevan, Barclays

was losing ground rapidly In the student market, a major source
of future business, It was forfeiting large and significant
International loans because of Third World pressure and the
point was fast approaching where Its expansion plans 1n the US
and Canada were going to run Into anti-apartheid trouble (Natal
Mercury, 27.11.86).

In short: there 1s now an Increasing recognition that the apartheid form
of the SA state Is becoming an economic and political liability to Western
capitalist Interests. Ultimately the Western response will be determined
by the nature and pace at which 'reform' of the apartheid state occurs In
relation to Western Interests In this region. The need to preserve these
Interests - especially In an era of International capitalist crisis and a
hardening of US-Soviet relations - may compel the West to adopt a tougher
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tune* tgttntt Pretoria than hitherto. Tha Wettern role »nd Influence,
including tha a u n r and titrtng of economic and political pretture and more
direct Intermediation, tuch at the Crocker-Howe thuttle diplcmmcy. m»t
therefore to recognised for what It It - tn attempt to create the condi-
tiom for a negotiated settlement to tha SA crtttt that would secure
Western aconnic and ttratagie Intarattt hara. Despite tho Imprestion
created by official pronouncementt thara It • chilling confidaneo In offi-
cial circlat in Washington DC that tha US will ba abia to band tht terms of
tuch a settlemant and tha thapo of tht pott-apartheid SA to their Mill and
purpott. A* one State departMnt SA tpecttiitt commented In a public temi-
nen 'whoever C O M to power In SA will havt to deal Mith us*. No one M M
left in any doubt at to «ho will hold tha upper hand In any tuch •dea-
ling*1.

conclusion
If SA tn tha apartheid yean had eatablithed Itt preferential and

favoured relattenthip with Western capital1»t Interettt tn general, and
Mith Itt 'tpecialtted aganciet1 tuch at tht IMF In particular, became of
Itt pltce and function within tht pott World War II global ttructura, then
(t M M M bo reaaonablt to conclude that tho future fora of th1t relttion-
thtp Mill depend crucially on tho extent to which t pott-apartheid SA Mill
continue to play thit roll - whether thit aritet willingly, by coproalio,
or by virtual biackMti. Thtt In turn M 1 U depend, aeong other things, upon
the cittt-repretentativa butt of tht pott-aptrthtid tUte which Mill
deteratnt Itt path of development and Itt International econoaic relattom
and policy (for a ditcuttion of theta Ittuet, tot Padayachoo, 1963).

In general, revolutionary governeentt, especially In the developing
world, have found that It hat often been at hard to 1 tvo with the INF u It
hit been to live without ttt support. In the pott-revolutionary era a
country like SA, whose particular fora of development hat been Intrinai-
cally tied to Ita extensive International economic relations, will find tht
task of 'living' with thit hittortcal legacy a particularly crucial and
challenging one. Given the role of the INF In the world economy a pott-
apartheid SA'i relationship Mith the Fund Is likely to be characterised by
Increasing tent tons, conflict!, pretsuros and struggles as one 'eaves' from
tht pole of a democratic capital lit state - as one pottible post-apartheid
fora - to one of socialism (under workert' control). Increasing controls
over their lives by working and popular d u s t s may be accompanied by an
Increasing threat to tha vary existence of such a state from Western capi.
taittt ttttet teektng to maintain or reassert their economic and strategic
Interests 1n this region - which they appear to have Identified as being
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cmcial to atdiatlng criMa that arts* froa tfceir ow capitalist fora of
eccuaulation. The INT, a luppotodly apolitical International agency, can
vory M i l fora an Intagrai (though W H O M ) part of tha latptarj available
to tha wast in ihaplng tha natiiro and d « t t o p m t of, and transition to. a
poat-aparthoid tocioty.

>. This hat boon ahowi or auggottod In Maaroua studies that now
recently baon rovloMd In tha South African proas and alto by othort
such as Aubrey Oldaan. Savin tolly, otc (Soo ag Dtckaan, l f M ) .

2. Tha INT prosantly hat a — a a s h t p of ISO countries • including smt
'First ' and 'Third' World countrlos. I t alto counts aasng <tt aaaber.
ihtp Yugoslavia, and certain Mom* Net countrlos such as Poland,
Ruaania and Hungary. who Ilka smt 'Third World' countrlos hava n t a n -
sivo trading and financial dealings with tho Mast and hava tharvfor*
H t t l o choico but to Join tha INF.

3. Nor Id lank i Officially know as tha Intamationai lank for Recon-
struction and OovolopMnt. Tha World lank not sot up at tha Iratton
Moods Confaranco In July 1944 at tha saai ttaa at ths IMF. Tha rola
of tho lank I t p r a a H l y to ancouraga capital Invtstasnt for davalo-
ping projocts In iocs, oithor by channelling tha nocossary private
funds or, sort usually, concerning Itself with longer tar* devalopoant
prognoses, especially In Infrastructure and agriculture. The world
lank alto plays a central role In devetopatnt policy discussions and
helps to co-ordinate aid policy aaang donor countrlos.

4. irotton woodsi tho New Haepthiro town which was the site of the UN
Monetary and Financial Conference organlted to plan econsafc and
financial co-operation for the postwar years; held In July 1944 with
44 nations participating, the conference planned tha IMF and IMO.
See also Evens (1986). which reviews the forattton and collapse of the
'Sretton Hoods systaa', at the International financial tyttea estab-
lished there and functioning unti l cl9M, ceae to be called.

5. Cisselquist (19611217) quoting Nortefield J K. TH» lnfrnttlon$l Mone-
tary Fund 194S-19U, Vol. 1 , Chronicle (Washington DC, 19Mi lM) .

6. The technical financial operations of the INF. le the Burner in which
the Fund carries out Its functtom of granting standbys and credit
fac i l i t ies , cannot bo dealt with In this paper. These are explained
In atny of the Funds own publications, reports, etc. See also Gtttel-
ojuist, Adbaiia, etc, which are referenced here for eore details on
these technical operations of the Fund.
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7. See the next section of this paper which deals with SA's role or place
within the world capitalist system.

8. Credit Tranches: The normal method of drawing on the resources of the
IMF 1s through access to the tranches or 'slices' of credit. The
first of these 1s the reserve tranche and amounts to 25 per cent of
the member's quota. The next tranche, namely the first credit tranche
(an extra 25 per cent of the quota) Is subject to low conditionality,
while the three upper credit tranches (each worth another 25 per cent
of the member's quota) are subject to full conditionally and an IMF-
stabilisation programtB.

9. Compensatory Finance facility - an IMF facility that provides short-
fall credit, with low conditional1ty and of three to five years'
duration, to compensate countries for sudden declines In their foreign
exchange earnings from their major export conmodities.

10. SORss Special Drawing Rights were created 1n July 1969 as a form of
International reserve asset to replace the dollar as the Fund's offi-
cial unit of account. They are allocated to members as a supplement
to other reserves and they function as credits In the member coun-
tries' accounts with the IMF, which can be used to buy hard currencies
from the IMF In times of debt or balance of payments problems. Members
may also use SDKs in a variety of transactions by agreement with each
other. Members pay Interest to the Fund on the balance of their
holding below their allocation, and receive Interest when their hol-
ding 1s above their allocation. Until 1971 the value of the SDR was
equivalent to one dollar, but Is now fixed to five currencies (the US
dollar, the French franc, the Deutschmark, the pound sterling and the
Japanese yen) to make their value Independent of the fluctuations 1n
the value of the dollar. In mid-1980 the total value of SDRs allo-
cated was US$22.5 billion.

11. Stand-by agreement - an agreement with a member country In balance of
payments difficulties, whereby the country 1s guaranteed access to an
agreed-upon amount from which It can choose to draw; the agreement Is
usually for one to two years with conditional1ty.

12. Conditionally - refers to the criteria that the World Bank and IMF
attach to their loans and credits, over and above the obligation to
repay and cover Interest charges; these criteria extend over a far
wider range of economic policy than that related directly to the loan
or credit 1n question, and are critiied by many Third Horld govern-
ments for being onerous and counterproductive to development.

13. Leaked State Department telegram (not referenced).
14. See eg United Nations General Assembly: Reports of the Secretary
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General 4 Oct 1982, 28 Oct 1982j UN General Assembly A37/SS2 1904
1982; UN Press Release GA/6695 21 Oct 1982; UN Press Release 4 Nov
1982.

15. Those countries who 'refused to support the loan1, was obtained by
adding up three technical 'non-support votes', It those who voted
'against', those who 'reserved their position' and those who 'were
unable to support' the loan application. It 1s Interesting to note
that some countries who voiced their opposition to the loan at the UN,
did not actually vote 'against' SA's loan application, at the Exe-
cutive Board. As most of these UN objections were made on 'political
grounds', there 1s an understandable fear by S O M member countries
that the USA may block loans to them on 'political grounds' too. This
1s one of the many rather Insidious ways 1n which so-called 'political
Issues' are kept out of IMF deliberations, and US control Imposed over
developing countries.

16. Not all of the loan was drawn on by SA, raising questions as to
whether 1t was needed 1n the first place; and with the gold price
rising again In 1983 SA agreed to begin an early pay-back of the loan.
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